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Ephesians 5:11, 13-16:  "And have no fellowship with the unfruitful works of darkness, 
but rather reprove them. But all things that are reproved are made manifest by the light: 
for whatsoever doth make manifest is light. Wherefore he saith, Awake thou that 
sleepest, and arise from the dead, and Christ shall give thee light. See then that ye walk 
circumspectly, not as fools, but as wise, Redeeming the time, because the days are 
evil."  
The 1828 Noah Webster Dictionary defines: 
Reprove: To blame, to convince of a fault, or to make it manifest, to excite a sense of 
guilt. 
Circumspectly: Cautiously; with watchfulness every way; with attention to guard against 
surprise or danger. 
Matthew 24:24:  "...if it were possible, they shall deceive the very elect."  
II Corinthians 2:11:  "Lest Satan should get an advantage of us: for we are not ignorant 
of his devices."  
II Chronicles 7:14: "If my people, which are called by my name, shall humble 
themselves, and pray, and seek my face, and turn from their wicked ways; then will I 
hear from heaven, and will forgive their sin, and will heal their land."  
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Newtown school shooting story already being changed by the media to eliminate 
eyewitness reports of a second shooter  
(NaturalNews) The national media is ablaze today with coverage of the tragic elementary school 
shooting in Newtown, CT, where 27 people have reportedly been killed, including 18 children. 
As always, when violent shootings take place, honest journalists are forced to ask the 
question: "Does this fit the pattern of other staged shootings?" 
One of the most important red flags of a staged shooting is a second gunman, indicating the 
shooting was coordinated and planned. There are often mind control elements at work in many 
of these shootings. The Aurora "Batman" shooter James Holmes, for example, was a graduate 
student actually working on mind control technologies funded by the U.S. government. There 
were also chemical mind control elements linked to Jared Lee Loughner, the shooter of 
Congresswomen Giffords in Arizona in 2011. 
According to multiple eyewitness reports from Aurora, Colorado, including at least one caught 
on camera by mainstream media news reports in Colorado, James Holmes did not operate 
alone. There was a second shooter involved. But the media quickly eliminated any mention of 
a second shooter from its coverage, resorting to the typical cover story of a "lone gunman." 
Today, the exact same thing is happening with the Newton, CT school shooting. 
Eyewitness reports of a second shooter now being "scrubbed" from the news 
As the story of this shooting was first breaking, the news was reporting a second gunman. 
FoxNews reported that this second gunman was "led out of the woods by officers" and then 
questioned. The original source of this report was the Connecticut Post. 
A local CBS affiliate was also reporting the existence of a second gunman and said 
"Police believe there may be a second gunman and are looking for a red or maroon van 
with its back window blown out..." 
ABC News also originally reported, "A second gunman is apparently at large. Car-to-car 
searches are underway." 
Videos Contradicting Official Elementary School Massacre Story  
A local CT CBS affiliate was also reporting, "CBS News reports that a potential second shooter 
is in custody and that SWAT is now investigating the home of the suspect. A witness tells 
WFSB-TV that a second man was taken out of the woods in handcuffs wearing a black jacket 
and camouflage pants. 
But the more recent stories being put out by the media are scrubbing any mention of a 
second gunman and going with the "lone gunman" explanation, which holds about as 
much water as the "lone gunman" explanation of the JFK assassination. 
"A lone gunman killed 27 people at an elementary school here, including 18 children, in a 
terrifying early Friday morning shooting spree," reports USA Today. It makes no mention 
whatsoever of a second gunman. 
NBC News is also now chiming in with the "lone gunman" version of the story, eliminating any 
mention of a second gunman from its coverage of the tragic event. 
Journalists are trained to ask questions, and one of the questions I have right now is: Why was 
the second gunman suddenly dropped from media coverage after the first few hours of 
this story developing? 
And why is there always a second gunman in these recent mass shootings that seem to be 
engineered to maximize emotional shock value due to the sheer horror of all the innocent 
deaths? 
Our hearts and prayers go out to the children and families impacted by this violent tragedy. 
Given the terrible loss of life that has taken place here, shouldn't we all seek to get to the 
bottom of WHY these shootings all seem to fit a common pattern of multiple mind-
controlled shooters followed by an almost immediate media cover-up of the facts? 
For the sake of those children who were killed today, I want to get to the bottom of this 
and expose the REAL story, for the purpose of stopping this violence from targeting yet 
more innocents in the future.  
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To stop school shootings, we should let criminals have all the guns, argue gun control 
advocates 
(NaturalNews) If you're shaking your head after reading the headline for this article, you're not 
alone. The idea of taking away guns from all the law abiding citizens while concentrating 
them in the hands of deranged, psychopathic criminals isn't my idea, however. It's 
Obama's. And Bloomberg's. And Nancy Pelosi and everybody else who is now pushing 
for "gun control" legislation in the wake of the Newtown, Conn. elementary school 
shooting. 
RELATED: Daily Caller – ABC, NY Times reporters go full-on vulture tweeting the friends 
and family of the Connecticut massacre targets 
While the gun grabbing lobby continues their concert to exploit the tragic school shooting in 
Connecticut in order to manufacture support for new firearm restrictions, the fourth 
column has been following families of the victims around in hope of catching a sound 
byte blaming the weapons used instead of the murderer. 
Gun control petition to White House gets large and immediate support online 
A petition urging the Obama administration to “produce legislation that limits access to guns” 
has more than 25,000 signatures just hours after its inception. 
“The goal of this petition is to force the Obama Administration to produce legislation that limits 
access to guns,” it reads in part. “While a national dialogue is critical, laws are the only means in 
which we can reduce the number of people murdered in gun related deaths.” 
A petition on the White House’s “We the People” website needs 25,000 signatures in the first 
month of being posted to earn an official White House response. The gun control petition – 
initiated in the wake of the Connecticut elementary school massacre on Friday – reached that 
threshold in a few hours. 
Full article here 
The problem with gun control laws is that only law-abiding citizens follow laws. This should 
be self-evident. So while a gun ban law would see law-abiding citizens turning their guns in, 
law-abiding citizens are not the source of violent shootings. 
It's the psychopathic criminals who are committing the violence. And because they are 
criminals, they will by definition ignore gun ban laws. 
Want proof? Well, for starters, it's already against the law to shoot and kill children. Yet Adam 
Lanza (and most likely another) did exactly that in Newtown, Conn., defying what the law 
says. All by itself, this is proof that laws do not stop criminal-minded psychopaths from 
committing acts of violence. 
Remember all this when you hear all the usual political suspects call for "gun control 
legislation." This legislation will, by definition, only hurt law-abiding citizens who would 
never even think of harming innocent children. At the same time, gun control laws will do 
absolutely nothing to stop psychopathic criminals from using guns, knives or other 
weapons to commit mass violence. 
Proof of this is readily apparent. "One of the interesting characteristics of mass shootings 
is that they generally occur in places where firearms are [already] banned: malls, 
schools, etc," writes professor Glenn Harlan Reynolds in a USA Today opinion piece. "That 
was the finding of a famous 1999 study by John Lott of the University of Maryland and William 
Landes of the University of Chicago, and it appears to have been borne out by experience since 
then as well." 
Renolds goes on to expose the "big lie" of gun control: the idea that criminals will abide by 
"gun-free zones" or laws of any kind. The very premise of being a criminal is that they 
ignore laws. 
If anything, gun-free zones are "a magnet for mass shooters," explains Reynolds. And he's right: 
Aurora, Colorado had some of the most stringent gun control laws in America. But instead of 
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reducing gun crime, all it did was ensure that victims were completely disarmed and unable 
to shoot back. 
One report reads: If someone were to truly want to solve the problem of school 
shootings, they would allow various, random staff members to carry guns, and post 
signs allowing intruders, and potentially violent students to know that they will not get 
very far if they plan on carrying out an attack. 
Allowing random staff members at choice to carry weapons, would bring an extra 
element of security to the equation, because no one would know which teachers were 
armed and which ones were not, forcing them to assume that all of them are. 
For an attacker, knowing that they are walking into a firing squad can be a very strong 
deterrent.  On the other hand, under our current “no gun school zone” policies, attackers 
are given the message that the whole building will be defenseless. 
Another report reads: Furthermore, when you put gun control measures into place you 
are merely taking a means of self defense away from those who need it, and placing an 
extra advantage into the hands of criminals who refuse to obey the laws anyway. 
Another report reads:  Can anybody else see the connection between the shootings at 
Virginia Tech, the sniper attacks in D.C. and Baltimore, the Amish and Columbine 
massacres, and all of the public school shootings? They all occured at "gun-free zones." 
Even insane murderers aren’t stupid. Even suicidal butchers of innocent people want to 
succeed at killing innocent people, and gun-free zones are the safest place to do that. 
Fact: Gun control has done nothing to keep crime rates from rising in the nations that 
have imposed severe firearms restrictions.  
* Australia: Readers of the USA Today newspaper discovered in 2002 that, "Since 
Australia's 1996 laws banning most guns and making it a crime to use a gun defensively, 
armed robberies rose by 51%, unarmed robberies by 37%, assaults by 24% and 
kidnappings by 43%. While murders fell by 3%, manslaughter rose by 16%."2  
* England: According to the BBC News, handgun crime in the United Kingdom rose by 
40% in the two years after it passed its draconian gun ban in 1997.4  
None of this logic and reason, of course, will stop people like President Obama from trying 
to punish law-abiding citizens across America by taking their 2nd Amendment Rights to 
armed self defense. Then again, gun control advocates never claimed to have any basis in 
logic or reason. They have habitually resorted to fear and contrived emotions to try to push their 
disarmament agenda, even in the face of overwhelming evidence that gun control causes 
MORE crime, not less. 
As history has shown, mass disarmament leads to even more deaths via government violence 
against unarmed citizens. 
http://www.naturalnews.com/z038355_gun_control_school_shootings_criminals.html  
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The Documented Human “Death Toll” Cost of "Gun Control"  

The Genocide Chart © JPFO.org 2002 

Government Dates Targets 
Civilians 

Killed 
  "Gun Control" Laws   

 Features of Over-
all "Gun Control" scheme  

Ottoman 
Turkey 

1915-
1917 

Armenians 
(mostly 

Christians) 

1-1.5 
million 

Art. 166, Pen. Code, 
1866 

& 1911 Proclamation, 
1915 

• Permits required 
•Government list of owners  

•Ban on possession 

Soviet Union 
1929-
1945 

Political 
opponents; 

farming 
communities 

20 
million 

Resolutions, 1918 
Decree, July 12, 1920 

Art. 59 & 182, Pen. 
code, 1926 

•Licensing of owners 
•Ban on possession 
•Severe penalties 

Nazi 
Germany 

& Occupied 
Europe 

1933-
1945 

Political 
opponents; 

Jews; 
Gypsies; 
critics; 

"examples" 

20 
million 

Law on Firearms & 
Ammun., 1928 

Weapon Law, March 
18, 1938 

Regulations against 
Jews, 1938 

•Registration & Licensing 
•Stricter handgun laws 

•Ban on possession 

China, 1927- Political 10 Art. 205, Crim. Code, •Government permit system 



Nationalist 1949 opponents; 
army 

conscripts; 
others 

million 1914 
Art. 186-87, Crim. 

Code, 1935 

•Ban on private ownership 

China, Red 

1949-
1952 
1957-
1960 
1966-
1976 

Political 
opponents; 

Rural 
populations 
Enemies of 

the state 

20-35 
million 

Act of Feb. 20, 1951 
Act of Oct. 22, 1957 

•Prison or death to 
"counter-revolutionary 
criminals" and anyone 

resisting any government 
program 

•Death penalty for supply 
guns to such "criminals" 

Guatemala 
1960-
1981 

Mayans & 
other 

Indians; 
political 
enemies 

100,000- 
200,000 

Decree 36, Nov 25 •Act 
of 1932 

Decree 386, 1947 
Decree 283, 1964 

•Register guns & owners 
•Licensing with high fees 
•Prohibit carrying guns 

•Bans on guns, sharp tools 
•Confiscation powers 

Uganda 
1971-
1979 

Christians 
Political 
enemies 

300,000 
Firearms Ordinance, 

1955 
Firearms Act, 1970 

•Register all guns & owners 
•Licenses for transactions 

•Warrantless searches 
•Confiscation powers 

Cambodia 
(Khmer 
Rouge) 

1975-
1979 

Educated 
Persons; 
Political 
enemies 

2 million 

Art. 322-328, Penal 
Code 

Royal Ordinance 55, 
1938 

•Licenses for guns, owners, 
ammunition & transactions 
•Photo ID with fingerprints 

•License inspected 
quarterly 

Rwanda 1994 Tutsi people 800,000 
Decree-Law No. 12, 

1979 

•Register guns, owners, 
ammunition •Owners must 
justify need •Concealable 
guns illegal •Confiscating 

powers 

Back to Top 
  Addition - For easier chart printing, download the Genocide Chart PDF file, it includes a text 

synopsis of this page. 
 

 
Crime Rates Plummet After Law Required Firearms for Residents in Kennesaw, GA  
NEWS BRIEF: "25 years murder-free in 'Gun Town USA' World Net Daily, April 19, 2007 
"As the nation debates whether more guns or fewer can prevent tragedies like the Virginia Tech 
Massacre, a notable anniversary passed last month in a Georgia town that witnessed a 
dramatic plunge in crime and violence after mandating residents to own firearms. In 
March 1982, 25 years ago, the small town of Kennesaw – responding to a handgun ban in 
Morton Grove, Ill. – unanimously passed an ordinance requiring each head of household 
to own and maintain a gun." 
Now, that is a dramatic requirement, don't you think? Of course, opponents of such a drastic 
action predicted grave results, 25 years ago. What has really happened? 
"Since then, despite dire predictions of "Wild West" showdowns and increased violence and 
accidents, not a single resident has been involved in a fatal shooting – as a victim, 
attacker or defender." 

 
Gun control? We need medication control! Newton elementary school shooter Adam 
Lanza likely on meds; labeled as having 'personality disorder' 
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(NaturalNews) In mass shootings involving guns and mind-altering medications, politicians 
immediately seek to blame guns but never the person or the medication they are taking. 
Nearly every mass shooting that has taken place in America over the last two decades has a 
link to psychiatric medication, and it appears today's tragic event is headed in the same 
direction.  
Adam Lanza has been described as a ‘Goth’ loner, who dressed all in black and was 
obsessed with video games. 
Adam Lanza belonged to a technology club at Newtown High School that held computer 
gaming parties.  
See Scott Johnson’s teachings: 
Listener Questions & Answers The Goth Subject is addressed 
Fantasy Role Playing Video Games & Anime Exposed!–Part 1 
October 15th, 2010 | 4 Comments | Filed in Current Events and Bible Study  
Fantasy Role Playing Video Games & Anime Exposed!–Part 2 
October 15th, 2010 | 3 Comments | Filed in Current Events and Bible Study  
PDF–Fantasy Role Playing Video Games and Anime Exposed! 
October 15th, 2010 | No Comments |  
According to ABC News, Adam Lanza, the alleged shooter, has been labeled as having 
"mental illness" and a "personality disorder." These are precisely the words typically 
heard in a person who is being "treated" with mind-altering psychiatric drugs. 
One of the most common side effects of psychiatric drugs is violent outbursts and 
thoughts of suicide. 
One report reads: 
Prozac and its family of psychotropic drugs are at the heart of 99% off mass murder 
shootings. The media also hypes victim disarmament zones like public brainwashing 
centers as a great place for Prozac and Zoloft heads to kill. They always go to the place 
with no guns so they can take there time. Guns don’t kill people kook psychologist 
pushing SSRI do. 
Yesterday reports claimed he had been diagnosed with Asperger’s syndrome, a form of autism 
where sufferers experience difficulties with communication and social skills, which can lead to 
isolation and emotional problems. 
Dr. Johnson’s Comment: Autism was virtually unknown before the modern day advent of 
vaccinations. Before 1980, autism was diagnosed in just 1 out of every 10,000 children. 
But by 2005 (in accordance with huge increases in vaccination schedules in America), 
the National Institute of Health reported that autism disorders affect one in every 250 
children, and that number is estimated to increase 10% every year. New numbers 
released by the U.S. Center for Disease Control in late March of 2009 show the scope of 
the epidemic: one in 88 children being tracked are now diagnosed with an autism 
spectrum disorder by the age of 8. And coincidentally, this steady rise in autism rates 
just so happens to coincide directly with CDC-endorsed vaccination schedules that have 
also risen sharply since the 1980s. 
Back in 1983, for example, the CDC recommended only ten vaccines for children from 
birth through six years old 
(http://www.cdc.gov/vaccines/pubs/images/schedule1983s.jpg). Today, that number has 
risen significantly to 29 vaccines and counting, many of which are now administered all 
at one time or in combinations like the measles, mumps, and rubella (MMR) vaccine 
(http://www.cdc.gov). 
And yet the mainstream medical system and its allies in the government and media are 
willfully ignoring this glaring fact, blaming "unknown" causes and "genetics" for causing 
autism, which are the two most common catch-all scapegoats. Vaccines, fluoride, MSG, 
GMOs, toxic chemicals, processed foods -- the real causes of autism. 
http://www.naturalnews.com/035452_autism_vaccinations_children.html  
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The Columbine High School shooters were, of course, on psychiatric drugs at the time they shot 
their classmates in 1999. Suicidal tendencies and violent, destructive thoughts are some of the 
admitted behavioral side effects of mind-altering prescription medications. 
No gun can, by itself, shoot anyone. It must be triggered by a person who makes a decision to 
use it. And while people like NY Mayor Bloomberg are predictably trying to exploit the deaths of 
these children calling for guns to be stripped from all law abiding citizens who have done 
nothing wrong whatsoever, none of these gun grabbers call for medication control. 
Why is that? After all, medications alter the mind, that controls the finger, that pulls the 
trigger.  
See Scott Johnson’s Teaching:  
Pharmakeia: Sorcery, Pharmaceuticals & the Roots of Modern Day Drug Industry 
September 21st, 2008 
Pharmakeia is a form of the Greek root word which is translated to our English words: 
Pharmacy, Pharmacist, and Pharmaceutical. In the Bible, pharmakeia carried with it the 
idea of sorcery, occultism, and black magic. It is in this sense that Paul used the term in 
Galatians 5.20 as the word ‘witchcraft’. In Rev. 9:21 & 18:23 it is translated ‘sorceries’. Do 
you find it rather disturbing that approximately 60% of the population is taking at least 
one pharmaceutical drug every day? Some are taking up to fifteen and twenty! We are 
told that we are living during a time of the greatest medical breakthroughs in the history 
of the world, yet over one hundred million Americans suffer from various health 
problems with most relying on drugs to deal with the symptoms. Why has such a large 
majority of the world become dependent on pharmaceutical drugs? Perhaps you’re one 
of the hundreds of millions around the world that’s ingesting a daily dose of 
pharmaceutical medicine? Is it possible that the pharmaceutical/medical cartel has 
‘disease propagation’ and not ‘disease cure’ in mind? The most powerful German 
economic corporate emporium in the first half of this century was known as IG Farben; 
which was a powerful cartel of BASF, Bayer, Hoechst, and other German chemical and 
pharmaceutical companies. IG Farben was the single largest donor to the election 
campaign of Adolph Hitler & the beginning of the modern day pharmaceutical industry. 
Accordingly, after Hitler's seizure of power, IG Farben was the single largest profiteer of 
the German conquest in the Second World War. Zyklon-B, an extermination gas 
produced by Hoechst, was used to kill millions of innocent people in death camps. The 
U.S. government’s investigation (of all the factors leading to WW2 in 1946) came to the 
conclusion that without IG Farben the Second World War would of not been possible.  
The Nuremberg War Criminal Tribunal convicted 24 IG Farben board members and 
executives on the basis of mass murder, slavery and other crimes against humanity. 
Amazingly however, by 1951 all of them had already been released, continuing to consult 
German corporations. The Nuremberg Tribunal dissolved the IG Farben into Bayer, 
Hoechst, and BASF.  
Today each of the three daughters of the IG Farben is 20 times bigger than IG Farben was 
at its height in 1944, the last year of the Second World War.  
More importantly, for almost three decades after the Second World War, BASF, Bayer and 
Hoechst (now Aventis) each filled its highest positions with former members of the 
German Nazis. 
Along with the Rockefellers (Standard Oil, Chase Manhattan Bank), Mellons (Gulf Oil, 
Alcoa Aluminum), DuPonts (DuPont Chemicals), General Motors, Henry Ford, banks and 
shipping companies operated by the Bush family were crucial players in setting up the 
industrial power behind the Third Reich. These companies poured hundreds of millions 
of dollars into IG Farben and provided it with technology for tactically-essential synthetic 
materials-***while withholding the same materials and patents from the US 
government.***    
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The Rockefeller family, long aligned with the Bushes, owned Standard Oil. Through a 
stock transfer they became half owners of Germany's IG Farben with Farben likewise 
owning almost half of Standard Oil. According to the Encyclopedia Brittanica, IG Farben 
built and operated more than 40 concentration camps in Nazi-occupied Europe, including 
Auschwitz.  
At their slave labor/factory/death camps chemicals, weapons, drugs, synthetic fuels and 
other materials vital to the Nazi war effort were manufactured. In addition, eugenicists 
like Dr. Josef Mengele used the human subjects in the camps for experiments the data 
from which are today the basis for many drugs marketed by the pharmaceutical industry-
not too surprising in light of the fact that more Americans die from prescription drugs 
than from any other single cause.  
At the end of WWII the allies split up IG Farben into companies that are now the top 
pharmaceutical concerns on earth among them Bayer, Hoescht, BASF, the Agfa-Gevaert 
Group and Cassella AG. These companies just so happen to be some of Wall Street’s 
favorite pharmaceutical/chemical companies behind the proliferation of genetically-
altered foods, transgenic animals, human cloning, dangerous psychiatric drugs, deadly 
vaccines and pesticides.  
For more information on this go to: http://www4.dr-rath-
foundation.org/PHARMACEUTICAL_BUSINESS/history_of_the_pharmaceutical_industry.
htm 
&  
http://rense.com/general7/gw.htm  
 
Back to the main report: The saying that "guns kill people" is physically impossible. People kill 
other people, and as we all learned from watching the O.J. Simpson trial, you don't need a gun 
to commit murder. 
A far better solution here would be to outlaw psychiatric drugs that cause the violent 
behavior in the first place. After all, if you only outlaw guns but fail to eliminate the drugs that 
cause the violence (in part), people dosed up on mind-altering meds will simply find alternate 
weapons to commit the same acts of violence. You don't think a crazy guy with a sword can 
hack up 20 or 30 kids in a school? A sword, a knife or even a pick axe can be just as 
deadly as a firearm. 
A guy with a chain saw can do all kinds of damage if he's out of his mind. Should we ban chain 
saws? 
I have thought for quite some time that people on medication are dangerous operating 
automobiles on public roads. If driving drunk is illegal, why isn't "driving on meds" illegal? 
Why are wildly medicated people allowed to operate heavy machinery? 
Dr. Johnson’s Comment:  
Here are some natural alternatives to mind altering meds: 

 Mood Response 60 capsules  

 Calm Response 60 capsules  

 Min-Chex Product Detail Sheet  

 Tuna Omega-3 Oil 

 Cataplex G Product Detail Sheet 

 Adrenal Support Brochure 

 Natural Calmatives Brochure 
 

A high-ranking police officer in Tucson, Arizona once told me, on the record, that one-third of all 
automobile accidents in the city of Tucson were related to medicated drivers. That's an 
astonishing number that would seem to indicate that medications are far more dangerous 
than guns when it comes to the total daily body count. 
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Medications kill roughly 100,000 Americans each year according to study statistics. The actual 
number is either 98,000 or 106,000 depending on which study you believe. 
For guns to be as deadly as medications, you'd have to see a Newton-style massacre 
happening ten times a day, every day of the year. Only then would "gun violence" even 
match up to the number of deaths caused by doctor-prescribed, FDA-approved 
medications. 
Why does America grieve for the children killed in Newton, but not for the medical 
victims killed by Big Pharma or the 4000+ aborted babies killed in abortion mills across 
America each day? Will Obama shed a fake tear for the victims of Big Pharma or 
abortion, or are his fake tears reserved only for politically expedient events that push his 
agenda of unconstitutional gun restrictions? 
If our goal us to stop the violence in America, we are completely dishonest if we do not 
consider the mental causes of violent behavior. And that starts with mind-altering, demon 
infesting, psychiatric drugs which I believe have unleashed a drug-induced epidemic of 
violence across our nation. 
Obama, Bloomberg and others will point to guns and try to convince you that inanimate 
metal objects are the cause of this violence. But they lie by omission. No guns shoots 
itself. The trigger must be pulled by someone, and the mental state of that person is the 
primary cause of the resulting action. To ignore this fundamental chain of facts is 
brutally dishonest.  
Warning Gun Control Advocates are at a Fever Pitch to Ban Firearms 
Boston Globe: After Conn. massacre, despair must lead to action on gun control 
Obama remains committed to assault weapons ban, White House 
Democrat lawmakers, gun control advocates call for new restrictions 
Colorado: Gun law debate intensifies; shooting victims' families unite 
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